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Printer: Craig Jobson 
Binder: All binding by Craig Jobson 
Concept: Original concept by Craig Jobson 
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Sound Studio: Experimental Sound Studio, Chicago, Illinois 
Recording Artist: Jacob Ross aka “The Reverend Floyd” 
Genre: Illustrated short story, multimedia
Date Completed: July 30, 2003
Book Format: 20-page, concertina. Title indicator is an illustration inset on the book case and 
inside on the book cover. 
Edition Size: 15 copies total. This book bound on demand until edition is complete.
Production Specifications: The edition is letterpress printed using a Vandercook IV on hand-
made cotton and abaca text paper. The text is handset Clarendon and Clarendon Craw. Images 
are digitally created illustrations that are printed from magnesium type-high plates in black and 
burnt orange. The spine of the concertina book is bound with goatskin. The chase that holds 
the tournament “double-six” dominoes is reinforced balsa covered with book cloth and felt. CD 
mounted on inside case lid. Concealed magnets keep the case closed. All materials used are archi-
val quality.
Size: Each book weighs about 3 pounds and measures 11.125” high, 9.75” wide and 2.5” thick; 
28.4 cm high, 24.7 cm wide and 6.5 cm thick.
Number of Pages: 20 pages Number of Images: 8 2-color images Signed and Numbered: Yes 
Creation Date: Editioned in Summer 2003.
Retail Price: Each of the three are $800. The Trilogy  $2,100
ISBN: None
Marketing Description: The Billy Chronicles are Texas tales of transgression, retribution, rec-
onciliation and dominoes. “D.B. and the Double-Five” is the first book of  The Billy Chronicles. It 
introduces the main character and narrator for all the stories, Big Billy. He is self-centered, loud 
and boisterous manager of a Street and Waste Water Department for a small Texas town in the 
1970’s.  He is an arrogant, profane and shrewd individual whose life has meaning only in the con-
text of winning his favorite bid-style domino game – “42.” In this story, he recounts a past game to 
his friends JimBob, JoeBob and Bubba, and uses a Texas slight-of-hand morality tale to illustrate 
“Winnin’ when you thought you was losin.’” 
Back Story: The Billy Chronicles have their origins in the midwestern author’s 30-year sojourn in 
the state of Texas. He grew up among the Texans, went to school with them, ate their bar-b-que, 
played their dominoes, learned their culture and was the only member of his extended family 
to escape alive to another state. He swears there is truth in each of the outrageous incidents re-
counted in the three stories making up The Billy Chronicles.
Designer/ Printer Biography: Craig Jobson, a retired Associate Professor, has  transformed 22 
years of advertising and publishing art direction into a passion for book arts. Though born in 
Detroit, Michigan, he spent his high school  and college years in Austin, Texas. After graduating 
from the University of Texas in Austin, he began a graphic design career as an Art Director for the 
National Office of the American Heart Association in Dallas, Texas,  then as Art Director for Tracy-
Locke/BBDO Advertising, also in Dallas, Texas. His career path took a different direction when he 
became a publishing Sr. Art Director for Holt Rinehart and Winston in Austin,Texas, and finally as 
Design Director for McDougal Littell Houghton Mifflin in Evanston, Illinois. 
       He holds a B.A. in English Letters and Literature and B.F.A. in Print Making and Graphic Design 
from the University of Texas at Austin, and an M.F.A. in Interdisciplinary Arts concentrating in Book 
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and Paper Arts from Columbia College Chicago, where he taught for 17 years. His studies about 
the Private Press movement in Britain and the United States resulted in the purchase of a Vander-
cook letterpress and the founding of Lark Sparrow Press - a private press dedicated to printing 
works of contemporary short fiction, poetry, broadsides, and stamps. His published book and 
design work has won numerous awards and his work has been collected by many private and 
public institutions.
Artist Statement: Handmade books are found at the juncture of content and process. They are 
often  collaborations by two people who must each understand and appreciate what the other is 
trying to accomplish. The content is shaped by an author through the development of character 
and plot,  economy of words, and an inevitable change of direction as the reader nears the story’s 
end. I explore visual solutions compatible and supportive of the story and the author’s intent. 
There is an imagined dialogue between my feelings, my intellect, and abilities that is shaped into 
one effort to find a good solution. Finally, mind, heart, and hands work together to produce a book 
using my best abilities to design, set type by hand,  illustrate, choose a paper, print on a letterpress, 
fold and gather, handbind, and case in, all attesting to the excellence of a story. My aspiration is for 
each story to become a reader’s significant memory that is captured and printed on paper.
Additional Information: Information and images can be found on the press’s web site:  
larksparrowpress.com a private press dedicated to contemporary works of fiction, broadsides, 
stamps, and artist books.
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